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Abstract 

Bayesian inference has been increasingly accepted and used by industry practitioners for 

reliability analysis due to advanced computational capabilities as well as its advantages of 

dealing with limited testing data. The motivation of Bayesian reliability inference and its pros 

and cons versus the frequentist reliability inference will be reviewed. Then, the tutorial will 

provide a basic and comprehensive introduction of Bayesian inference methodologies covering 

topics such as prior elicitation and prior distribution, sampling models, posterior inference and 

credible intervals. The methodological introduction of Bayesian inference will be accompanied 

with reliability data analysis applications and case studies using various types of reliability data, 

e.g., binary fail/pass data, lifetime data, and degradation data. In addition, application examples 

will also be demonstrated through the mostly commonly used statistical data analysis software of 

R. In summary, this tutorial will present to the audience a comprehensive understanding to the 

basic Bayesian reliability methods, applications and examples of Bayesian reliability data 

analysis, and the software implementation of Bayesian reliability estimation using the open 

source R software.    
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